
Abstract:  

 Understanding economic success of unconventional production from shales requires an 

explanation of the relationship between induced seismicity and hydraulic fracturing. This thesis 

deals with observing and analyzing synthetic and real microseismic monitoring data acquired 

during hydraulic fracturing. The thesis is based on observation and analyses of source mechanisms 

of induced microseismic events that have recently become regularly inverted and interpreted in the 

oil and gas industry. The results of analyses are interpreted with the geomechanical model of the 

relationship between hydraulic fracturing and induced seismicity.  

 The study of source mechanisms starts with detailed analyses of spatial distribution of full 

moment tensor inversion stability. It was mapped based on synthetically computed condition 

numbers in the vicinity of different monitoring arrays including dense arrays at the surface and 

sparse arrays with sensors in the boreholes. Stability of inversion was tested under several 

conditions, mainly dependency on size and geometry of monitoring array and level of noise in the 

data. In this part of the thesis it is shown that dense surface arrays may provide very stable 

inversion of source mechanisms which may be interpreted. The study shows that an increasing 

percentage of non-shear components is present with an increasing level of noise (relatively to 

signal). Surprisingly, the tests reveal also a dependency on the type of source mechanism. Results 

of the processing of the real data recorded during hydraulic fracturing of shale formation in North 

America are obtained using newly developed methodology capable to detect, locate and invert 

source mechanism of a microseismic event. Part of the analyses was also a test of reliability and 

stability of obtained results including checking amplitude coherency of compressional waves used 

for detection. Final, analyzed in detail, source mechanisms show dominancy of dip-slip and strike-

slip type of mechanisms with prevailing shear component. The mechanisms were later used for 

the inversion of stress field orientation and for interpretation with the geomechanical bedding plane 

slip model explaining the relationship between hydraulic fracturing in shale and induced 

seismicity. The thesis is concluded with a discussion about the possible ways on how to prove the 

suggested model and a design of an experiment that could possibly prove the reliability of the 

model. 


